Watch What Crappens Live: The Scavenger Hunt

TEAM NAME:
TEAM MEMBER NAMES AND EMAIL ADDRESSES:
1.
2.
3.
4.
Welcome to the Crappens Hunt! You’re about to go on a fast paced, intense tour of
Bravo locations and a few places we frequent in our real life stories on the show.
To share your pics and videos as you progress, post them on Insta or Twitter. Be sure
to use the tag #CRAPPENSHUNT and our social addresses (Insta:
@watchwhatcrappens twitter: @whatcrappens). We’ll be retweeting and shouting out
the Hunt as it unfolds.
This is FUN, so don’t get stressed. Meet new members of your Crappens family and
have fun! Be in the back room of Revolver (8851 Santa Monica Blvd, West Hollywood, CA
90069) in West Hollywood by 4 PM! GO!
***The rules are at the end of this list! READ THEM!

1 POINT CHALLENGES
⎯ Team photo in front of a giant
Pump planter
⎯ Team photo anywhere in or
outside SUR

⎯ Team photo at Kyle by Alene Too
⎯ Team photo in front of Beverly
HIlls Hotel in honor of Kim
Richards

⎯ Team photo at Surly Goat
⎯ Pic of one of you holding a cup
of coffee at Tiago
⎯ Get a bottle of BLK water or
Diamond Water. If you get both,
you’ll get an extra two points.

⎯ Team photo in front of the giant
Beverly Hills sign in the park.
⎯ Team photo under the marquee
of the Hollywood Improv.

⎯ Take a picture in front of a sign
that says “David.”

⎯ Bring back a banana with “Love
that Banana” written on it

⎯ Team pic at the Niyayala store
from Euros of Hollywood

⎯ Team pic of all members taking a
nap anywhere they choose

⎯ Team pic at the Mixology 101 bar

⎯ Video: Have one member recite a
page out of any book Teresa
Giudice authored. Must be
holding an actual physical copy of
the book!

⎯ Team pic with Weho gogo boy
⎯ Team pic with Settlers of Catan
⎯ Team pic at High SocieTEA, our
pal Katie Cazorla’s place
⎯ Screenshot of above pic being
tweeted to @thepaintednail
⎯ Get a chocolate croissant and
deliver it to the finish line uneaten
⎯ Team pic with a couch desk
⎯ Get 2 paper to-go menus from
any Top Chef restaurant
⎯ Team pic at an amazon prime
locker
⎯ Team Pic in front of the CBS
Television City where Eileen
shoots Days of Our Lives

⎯ Video: One member wearing a
turban while asking a stranger
“On the machine Rose? ON THE
MACHINE?” a la Sally Field in
Soapdish.
⎯ Team pick with the pink SUR car
⎯ Team pic with in front of any
office of a Million Dollar Listing
cast member
⎯ Take a pic with Skinny girl
product
⎯ Video of one member dangling
keys in a dog park and
announcing that they’ve found the
keys to a Toyota.

⎯ Team pic of all members in
Justice Headbands

⎯ Video of one or more members:
Lie next to a tombstone and say
Here Lies Shannon Beador

⎯ Video of a team member saying
either “See Now Kandi” or “Kandi
That Is Wrong” in a candy store

⎯ Video: Stand in front of the
Chinese Theater and ask 10
people if they’re an O’Toole

⎯ Video hold up a chicken and yell
“Chicken!”

⎯ Take a pic with David Foster’s
star

⎯ Pic of the place where Shay
climbed a rope
⎯ Take a pic where Tom and Katie
got engaged
⎯ Pic of Mohammed’s mansion

⎯ Take a pic with a hot shirtless
guy at Runyon Canyon
⎯ Pic with pink himalyan sea salt
⎯ Get a branded napkin from a
Hilton hotel

⎯ Pic with a pink vibrator in the sex
shop LVP had relocated in West
Hollywood

⎯ Team pic with a bag of Little
Kernel

⎯ Pic at Villa Blanca

⎯ Picture with a starfish

⎯ Picture of bronze horse saddle a
la Dallas

⎯ Picture of Hanky, Panky, or one
of their many cousins

⎯ Video: Yell “Your Charity World Is
Over!!!” on a trolley

⎯ Pic of a team member Kissing
Andy Cohen’s book

⎯ Video: Go to Wally’s and
announce “Ladies and
Gentlemen, Andrea Bocelli!”

⎯ Get a retweet from a Bravo star
during the time of the hunt and
bring screenshot as proof

2 POINT CHALLENGES
⎯ Team pic in a sex dungeon
⎯ Team photo at Vanderpump
Dogs holding a plush toy Hanky.
Photo must be shared on
Instagram with hashtags
#crappenslive and
@vanderpumpdogs by one of
your members.
⎯ One of your teammates must
make a Real Housewives
Reunion outfit from Ross Dress
for Less. Everyone has to be in
the pic, but only one of you needs
the costume.

⎯ Team pic with a DVD copy of
Escape from Witch Mountain
⎯ Go into an Agency open house +
get a card from the realtor
⎯ Photo of each member doing a
shot of Fireball
⎯ Video: Reenact the “mirror” scene
of Big Business
⎯ Pic of team with an actual,
physical copy of an Erika Jane
CD
⎯ Pic with an order sliders

3 POINT BONUS CHALLENGES
⎯ Team pic with a Shah of Sunset
⎯ Team pic with a Real Housewife
⎯ Team pic with a VPR cast
member
⎯ 30 second Video: perform your
own choreographed dance for

Doing the D’Agostino. Extra
credit if performed in front of a
boat
⎯ Take a pic of a person
subscribing to Crappens on
iTunes. Screenshots of their
phone/computer count. 3 points
each

EXTRA CREDIT 1 POINT EACH
⎯ Extra Credit for a pic eating tuna
tartare at Villa Blanca

⎯ Extra credit for retrieving both
water bottles from the Diamond
Water/BLK Water challenge.

EXTRA CREDIT 5 POINTS EACH
⎯ Pic with Ronnie out in the wild.

⎯ Pic with Ben out in the wild.

TOTAL POINTS ________

OFFICIAL RULES:
Teams can be from 2-4 people, 4 max. The team is not allowed to split up to fulfill clues.
Most of these challenges require photos. EVERY MEMBER of your team must be in
each photo, even if they are not the main focus (unless noted otherwise).
There’s too much to get done here in the time allotted, so choose your hunt path wisely!
There are places you’ll need to find transportation to, and there are extra points given
out for more difficult tasks.
David? David?

